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ABSTRACT
PURPOSE Previous studies report infrequent use of shared decision making for
prostate-specific antigen (PSA) testing. It is unknown whether this pattern has
changed recently considering increased emphasis on shared decision making in
prostate cancer screening recommendations. Thus, the objective of this study is
to examine recent changes in shared decision making.
METHODS We conducted a retrospective cross-sectional study among men aged

50 years and older in the United States using 2010 and 2015 National Health
Interview Survey (NHIS) data (n = 9,598). Changes in receipt of shared decision
making were expressed as adjusted prevalence ratios (aPR) and 95% confidence
intervals (CI). Analyses were stratified on PSA testing (recent [in the past year] or
no testing). Elements of shared decision making assessed included the patient
being informed about the advantages only, advantages and disadvantages, and
full shared decision making (advantages, disadvantages, and uncertainties).
RESULTS Among men with recent PSA testing, 58.5% and 62.6% reported hav-

ing received ≥1 element of shared decision making in 2010 and 2015, respectively (P = .054, aPR = 1.04; 95% CI, 0.98-1.11). Between 2010 and 2015, being
told only about the advantages of PSA testing significantly declined (aPR = 0.82;
95% CI, 0.71-0.96) and full shared decision making prevalence significantly
increased (aPR = 1.51; 95% CI, 1.28-1.79) in recently tested men. Among men
without prior PSA testing, 10% reported ≥1 element of shared decision making,
which did not change with time.
CONCLUSION Between 2010 and 2015, there was no increase in shared decision
making among men with recent PSA testing though there was a shift away from
only being told about the advantages of PSA testing towards full shared decision
making. Many men receiving PSA testing did not receive shared decision making.
Ann Fam Med 2018;16:139-144. https://doi.org/10.1370/afm.2200.
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ecommendations for prostate-specific antigen (PSA) screening for
prostate cancer have changed in the past several years and vary by
the recommending body.1-5 There is virtual consensus, however,
that PSA testing should not occur without shared decision making and
that men aged ≥75 years or those with limited life expectancy should not
receive PSA testing.3-6 Shared decision making is a process in which clinicians convey what is known about a medical intervention such as a screening test. In addition, patients share their needs and preferences when
choosing whether to pursue an intervention.7
Current guidelines from the American Cancer Society (ACS), American
Urological Association (AUA), and American College of Physicians (ACP),
strongly emphasize the use of shared decision making for PSA testing in
men beginning at age 50 or 55 years.3-5 In 2012, the US Preventive Services
Task Force (USPSTF) recommended against routine PSA testing for men
of all ages (without discussion), though to a certain degree, these recommendations are in accord with others, stating that shared decision making
should be employed if patients request and physicians continue to offer PSA
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testing.1 In April 2017, the USPSTF released an updated
draft of their recommendations, stating that clinicians
should inform men aged 55 to 69 years about the potential benefits and harms of PSA testing, and that the decision to undergo testing is an individual one.2
Previous studies have shown that most men
undergoing PSA testing reported either no discussion or only heard about the benefits of the test.8,9
Other studies have shown variability and inadequacy
of shared decision making.9-13 It is not known, however, whether the use of shared decision making has
changed in the wake of the shifting PSA-screening
recommendations and practices at the national level.14
Thus, the objective of this study is to identify any
changes in self-reported shared decision making for
PSA testing between the 2010 and 2015 National
Health Interview Survey (NHIS) data.

METHODS
Our retrospective cross-sectional study used data
collected in the NHIS, a nationally representative,
in-person survey of noninstitutionalized people.
Shared decision making questions were included in
the 2010 and 2015 survey data used in this study.
The survey response rates were 60.8% for 2010 and
55.2% for 2015.15 Male respondents aged ≥50 years
were selected (n = 12,561). Men who reported a history of prostate cancer (n = 680), were missing data
on key variables (n = 1,649), or had PSA testing for
nonroutine reasons (n = 634) were excluded, resulting in an analytic population of 9,598 men (Supplemental Figure 1, available at http://www.annfammed.
org/content/16/2/139/suppl/DC1/). The study used
de-identified, publicly available data and did not
require institutional review board approval.
Measures
We defined shared decision making using a framework
similar to that employed by Han and collegues,8 which
includes necessary components of shared decision
making according to ACS and AUA recommendations.3,4 These components include informing patients
about the advantages and disadvantages of PSA testing, as well as uncertainties regarding the test.
Details of the NHIS questionnaire and our categorization of the outcome are presented in Supplemental Table 1 (available at http://www.annfammed.org/
content/16/2/139/suppl/DC1/). Briefly, respondents
were asked 3 questions about whether a physician had
ever discussed (1) the advantages and (2) the disadvantages of testing, and (3) that some doctors disagree
about the benefits of PSA testing.16 We grouped completeness of shared decision making into 4 mutually
A NNALS O F FAMILY MEDICINE
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exclusive categories: none, full, advantages only, advantages and disadvantages. Estimates for remaining combinations were unstable and grouped together to form
an “other” category. The 2015 survey also included a
question about who suggested PSA testing (physician,
self, or someone else).
The primary independent variable was the survey
year (2010, 2015). Covariates included age, educational
attainment, race/ethnicity, immigration status, and
health insurance type/status. Having a first-degree
family history of prostate cancer and having visited
a specialist or primary care physician in the past year
were also considered.
Statistical Analysis
We used χ2 tests (α = .05) to examine differences in
respondent characteristics by survey year and shared
decision making categories. Analyses of shared decision
making were stratified on PSA testing history grouped
as never tested, nonrecent PSA test (in the past 2–5
years), and recent PSA test (during the past year).
To determine whether potential changes between
2010 and 2015 persisted after adjustment for covariates
and to examine the association between shared decision
making and sociodemographic factors, adjusted prevalence ratios (aPR) and corresponding 95% confidence
intervals (CI) were estimated using logistic regression
models with predicted marginal probabilities.17
Several secondary analyses were conducted. The
definition of recent PSA testing was broadened to
include men who had tests in the past 2 years.3 Family
history of prostate cancer was also included in models to determine if that altered results. And, for men
with recent PSA testing, we restricted analyses to men
reporting a primary care physician or specialist visit
in the past 12 months. All analyses were conducted in
SAS-callable SUDAAN, version 9.4 (RTI International)
and accounted for the survey design.

RESULTS
Of the 9,598 participants included, approximately twothirds were aged 50 to 64 years, three-quarters were
white, and the majority had insurance. (Supplemental Table 2, available at http://www.annfammed.org/
content/16/2/139/suppl/DC1/.) In the 2010 and 2015
surveys, 38.1% and 32.1% of men reported PSA testing
in the past year, respectively. In the 2010 survey, 19.2%
of men reported PSA testing >1 year ago, increasing to
23.2% in 2015. (Supplemental Table 2.)
Receipt of ≥1 shared decision making element was
similar in 2010 (37.2%) and 2015 (37.9%) among all
men (P = .958) (Figure 1a), but increased slightly from
58.5% to 62.6% (P = .054) in men with recent PSA
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C. Men ≥ 50 years with nonrecent
PSA testing (more than a year ago)a
Type of Shared Decision Making (%)

Type of Shared Decision Making (%)

from 12.2% in 2010 to 17.4% in 2015 in unadjusted
analysis (P <.001) and in adjusted analyses, it was 51%
higher in 2015 than in 2010 (aPR = 1.51; 95% CI, 1.281.79). Similar patterns were observed among men with
nonrecent testing (Table 2) and among those with PSA
testing in the past 2 years (Supplemental Table 3, available at http://www.annfammed.org/content/16/2/139/
suppl/DC1/). There was no change in patients being
told only about the advantages or in receiving full
shared decision making among men who had never had
a PSA test (Table 2). Inclusion of family history did not
alter results (data not shown).
When full shared decision making was examined according to sociodemographic factors, it was
significantly less common in men without a high
school diploma relative to college graduates in
adjusted analyses (Supplemental Table 4, available at
Figures 1a-d. Receipt of shared decision making among men by PSA
http://www.annfammed.org/
testing category, NHIS 2010 and 2015.
content/16/2/139/suppl/DC1/).
For example, among men with
Advantages only
Advantages+disadvantages
Other
Full
recent PSA testing, those
A. All men ≥ 50 years
B. Men ≥ 50 years with recent PSA testing
without a high school diploma
(past year)a
were about one-half as likely
65
65
as men with a college degree
60
60
to report full shared decision
55
55
making (aPR = 0.45; 95% CI,
50
50
45
45
0.28-0.71).
40
40
In 2015, men with recent
35
35
PSA testing indicated the
30
30
test was suggested by their
25
25
physician (85.0%), them20
20
15
15
selves (11.9%), or someone
10
10
else (3.1%) (Supplemental
5
5
Table 5, available at http://
0
0
2010
2015
2010
2015
www.annfammed.org/
content/16/2/139/suppl/DC1/).

Type of Shared Decision Making (%)

testing (Figure 1b). Among men with nonrecent PSA
testing, 54.6% reported receipt of ≥1 shared decision
making component in 2010 compared to 56.8% in 2015
(P = .448) (Figure 1c). Receipt of ≥1 shared decision
making component was infrequently reported by men
with no previous PSA testing, regardless of the survey
year (2010: 10.4%; 2015: 10.3%, P = .986) (Figure 1d).
Among men with recent PSA testing, being told
about the advantages only was the most commonly
reported shared decision making situation. The proportion of men in this category did not change in
unadjusted analysis (2010: 23.9%, 2015: 20.9%, P =
.811) (Table 1), but significantly declined in 2015 in
adjusted analysis (aPR = 0.82; 95% CI, 0.71-0.96)
(Table 2). The proportion of men with recent PSA
testing reporting full shared decision making increased
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DISCUSSION

2010

In this nationally representative study, a similar proportion (about 60%) of men with
recent PSA testing reported
≥1 shared decision-making
element in 2010 and 2015.
During this time, there was
a slight shift away from a
discussion of only the advantages and toward full shared
decision making (discussion
of advantages, disadvantages,
and uncertainties) among men
recently tested. Only 1 in

2015

NHIS = National Health Interview Survey; PSA = prostate-specific antigen.
a

Among men with PSA testing for routine reasons.
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the disparities in shared decision making associated with
educational attainment.
The lack of change in
≥1 Element
Advantages and
Testing
shared
decision making among
of
SDM
Advantages
Disadvantages
Full
History
men who did not have PSA
and Age
2010
2015
2010
2015
2010
2015
2010
2015
testing is somewhat unexpected
Among men with recent PSA testing (n = 3,079), %
given that use of decision aids
≥50 y
58.5
62.6
23.9
20.9
14.1
13.6
12.2a
17.4a
for shared decision making has
50-64 y
58.3
63.4
23.7
21.3
14.6
15.0
11.6a
17.3a
been associated with a lower
65-74 y
57.4
63.5
23.3
19.8
14.1
12.1
13.6a
19.0a
≥75 y
61.7
58.0
26.6
22.0
11.7
11.4
11.8
13.9
likelihood of testing30 and that
PSA testing rates declined
Among men with nonrecent PSA testing (n = 2,104), %
between 2010 and 2013 (then
≥50 y
54.6
56.8
22.9a
17.7a
13.4
12.4
11.9a
20.0a
50-64 y
56.5
55.1
23.2a
15.7a
13.3
12.2
14.3
19.7
plateaued between 2013–
65-74 y
48.9a
59.4a
20.9
21.3
14.8
13.3
7.0b
19.8
2015).14,31 There is conflicting
≥75 y
55.4
58.7
24.7
18.5
11.5
11.7
9.6a
21.5a
evidence, however, about the
Among men with no PSA testing (n = 4,415), %
long-term influence of shared
≥50 y
10.4
10.3
3.9
3.7
2.1
1.8
2.8
2.6
decision making on prostate
50-64 y
10.4
10.0
4.0
3.5
1.8
2.4
2.6
3.1
cancer screening behaviors.23
65-74 y
10.6
9.8
4.8b
5.3
1.5b
1.5b
3.0b
1.6
It is plausible that some physi≥75 y
10.0
9.7
2.1b
1.9b
2.2b
2.2b
4.6b
1.0b
cians may have backed away
NHIS = National Health Interview Survey, PSA = prostate-specific antigen, SDM = shared decision making.
from shared decision making if
Differences between 2010 and 2015 statistically significant at P <.05.
they applied greater weight to
Estimates are unstable.
2012 USPSTF recommendations against routine testing
10 men with no PSA tests reported receiving ≥1 elewithout discussion, than to the ACS, AUA, and ACP
ment of shared decision making, with no change from
guidelines promoting shared decision making.
2010 to 2015.
Compared with previous studies having more comReceipt of any form of shared decision making
prehensive measures of decision making, we observed a
did not change among men with recent PSA testing,
lower proportion of men who reported shared decision
though the proportion of men reporting full shared
making.10,13 A previous nationally representative study
decision making modestly increased between 2010 and of 375 men found that 70% of subjects underwent PSA
2015. The latter may reflect a growing recognition of
testing with some discussion.10 Another study of audio
conflicting results from studies of the benefits of PSA
recorded physician-patient interactions from 5 clinics
testing on prostate cancer mortality18,19 and the 2012
showed that 90%, 70%, and 49% of visits included a
USPSTF recommendation against routine PSA testing
discussion of the benefits, drawbacks, and controverthat was widely covered in the media and medical litsies of PSA testing, respectively.13 There are several
20-22
erature.
Despite the observed change in full shared
ways to measure shared decision making.32 Variations
decision making, the proportion of men with recent
in shared decision making definitions could account for
PSA testing who reported full shared decision making
differences between our study and previous investigawas still relatively small by the end of the study period tions and our results could be different if other mea(17% in 2015) and being told the advantages only (21% sures were used. It appears, however, that the benefits
in 2015) was the most common situation in shared
of PSA testing are more commonly discussed than risks
decision making.
or uncertainties across studies and definitions.10,13
Several decision aids to facilitate shared decision
There are some limitations to the current study.
making for prostate cancer screening have been develFirst, we relied on self-reported data. The concordance
oped and most have been shown to improve patients’
between self-reported PSA testing and medical records
knowledge and involvement in the decision making
is adequate,33 but the accuracy of self-reported shared
23,24
process.
There are multilevel barriers to impledecision making has not been assessed. Cognitive
menting shared decision making, including compettesting of the NHIS questionnaire indicates that some
ing demands during primary care physician visits25-27
men may have answered questions based on their own
and lack of system-level support, such as automated
beliefs about PSA testing rather than what had been
prompts.28,29 These barriers may be more prominent in
communicated to them by a physician.34 Men’s comlimited-resource settings and could partly account for
prehension of these questions probably did not change
Table 1. Receipt of Shared Decision Making Among Men by Testing
History and Age, NHIS 2010 and 2015 (n = 9,598)

a

b
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Table 2. Adjusted Prevalence Ratios and 95% CI Predicting Shared Decision Making Among Men Who
Received PSA Testing in the Past Year for Routine Reasons, NHIS 2010 and 2015

Characteristic

≥1 Element
of SDM vs None
aPR (95% CI)

Advantages vs None
aPR (95% CI)

Advantages and
Disadvantages vs None
aPR (95% CI)

Full vs None
aPR (95% CI)

Among men with recent PSA testinga
Year
2010

1.00 [Reference]

1.00 [Reference]

1.00 [Reference]

1.00 [Reference]

2015

1.04 (0.98-1.11)

0.82 (0.71-0.96)b

0.94 (0.79-1.12)

1.51 (1.28-1.79)b
1.00 [Reference]

Age
50-64 y

1.00 [Reference]

1.00 [Reference]

1.00 [Reference]

65-74 y

1.24 (0.88-1.76)

0.90 (0.69-1.18)

0.89 (0.61-1.30)

1.02 (0.77-1.35)

≥75 y

0.99 (0.63-1.54)

0.96 (0.07-1.32)

0.78 (0.52-1.18)

0.95 (0.69-1.30)

Among men with nonrecent PSA testingc
Year
2010

1.00 [Reference]

1.00 [Reference]

1.00 [Reference]

1.00 [Reference]

2015

1.04 (0.93-1.15)

0.78 (0.61-0.98)b

0.90 (0.69-1.18)

1.69 (1.29-2.20)b

50-64 y

1.00 [Reference]

1.00 [Reference]

1.00 [Reference]

1.00 [Reference]

65-74 y

1.08 (0.90-1.30)

1.41 (0.91-2.20)

0.95 (0.54-1.65)

0.75 (0.49-1.16)

≥75 y

1.13 (0.93-1.37)

1.39 (0.83-2.31)

0.80 (0.42-1.54)

0.85 (0.54-1.33)

Age

Among men with no PSA testingd
Year
2010

1.00 [Reference]

1.00 [Reference]

1.00 [Reference]

1.00 [Reference]

2015

0.97 (0.76-1.24)

0.91 (0.60-1.37)

1.27 (0.74-2.18)

0.90 (0.56-1.43)

Age
50-64 y

1.00 [Reference]

1.00 [Reference]

1.00 [Reference]

1.00 [Reference]

65-74 y

0.99 (0.60-1.62)

1.07 (0.40-2.86)

0.62 (0.24-1.55)

1.04 (0.53-2.01)

≥75 y

0.85 (0.45-1.58)

0.45 (0.13-1.60)

1.05 (0.37-2.93)

1.47 (0.70-3.10)

aPR = adjusted prevalence ratio; NHIS = National Health Interview Survey; PSA = prostate-specific antigen; SDM = shared decision making.
Note: Each model is adjusted for: age, survey year, race/ethnicity, educational attainment, insurance type, immigration status, and geographic region.
Model includes 2,592 men; 487 men excluded from each model based on missing educational attainment and immigration data.
Statistically significant at P <.05.
c
Model includes 1,752 men; 352 men excluded from each model based on missing educational attainment and immigration data.
d
Model includes 4,246; 169 men excluded from each model based on missing educational attainment and immigration data.
a

b

with time, and thus did not influence the temporal patterns assessed. The NHIS data do not contain information about the timing of shared decision making, so
we were unable to directly assess the impact of shared
decision making prevalence on PSA testing behaviors.
Also, we did not have information on the quality and
medium (for example, brochure or conversation) of
shared decision making delivery or other characteristics of shared decision making including patient preferences or involvement.32,35 The present study relied on
self-reported necessary, but not sufficient, components
of shared decision making. Despite this limitation and
others noted above, our results provide useful and
contemporary information on nationwide patterns of
shared decision making.
In conclusion, this study shows about 60% of men
with recent PSA testing reported receiving at least 1
component of shared decision making in 2010 and 2015.
During this time, there was a slight shift toward full
A NNALS O F FAMILY MEDICINE
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shared decision making and away from discussions that
only emphasized the advantages of PSA testing. This
change may reflect a modest increase in recognition and
awareness on the part of health care practitioners of the
importance of communicating not only benefits, but also
risks and uncertainties of PSA screening for prostate
cancer. But contrary to guidelines, many men receiving
PSA testing still do not receive shared decision making
and only 1 in 10 men with no PSA test history received
≥1 elements of shared decision making. New and innovative strategies are needed to achieve more widespread
application of shared decision making.
To read or post commentaries in response to this article, see it
online at http://www.AnnFamMed.org/content/16/2/139.
Key words: decision making, early detection of cancer, prostatespecific antigen
Submitted May 2, 2017; submitted, revised, August 25, 2017; accepted
October 10, 2017.
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